The House of Commons
ments of capitalist economics. They would create the
conditions which brought financial crisis to ourselves in
1.931, as, on a different level, they led to the overthrow of
M. Blum in France in 1937* They would reveal, in a
word, that the State is an instrument not of the com-
munity as a whole—that is an abstract entity devoid of
institutional expression—but of the class which owns the
instruments of economic power, I have argued that the
Labour Party cannot use the House of Commons, in all
likelihood, for Socialist purposes save by capturing the
State-power; and I have denied that the winning, merely,
of an electoral majority is the same thing as winning the
State-power. I do not deny that it is an important step on
the road to that end; in our present circumstances the most
important step conceivable. But it has been the thesis of
this chapter that, with all its importance, it reaches but
a little way. For the majority-rule of parliamentary
government is built upon the prerequisite that the
minority will acquiesce in its decisions. I have sought to
show how tenuous is this assumption in the conditions we
face. Political democracy, I have argued, is seeking always
to become social and economic democracy. It cannot so
transform itself while it is enfolded in the framework of
capitalism; for the economic postulates of this system are
in contradiction with the postulates sotial and economic
democracy requires. Since the State-power is, through
our system of class-relations, in the hands of capitalists,
since, also, their whole way of life, and the immense
privileges bound up witli that way of life, depend upon
their continued possession of the State-power, I have
shown reason to suppose that it is at least unlikely that
they will co-operate with their opponents in facilitating
its surrender. An absence of such co-operation means an
inability to maintain the understandings upon which the
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